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INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the problem of defining weak |-categories. This
definition should become a starting point for the development of the theory
of higher-order weak categories which is one of the main parts of a large
interdisciplinary mathematical program known as ‘‘higher dimensional’’ or
‘‘post-modern’’ algebra [5, 4, 25]. As J. Baez and M. Neuchl write in [4]:
‘‘A major challenge for higher-dimensional algebra is to find a good theory
of weak n-categories for all n.’’
Maybe the first theorem of higher order category theory is the famous
MacLane coherence theorem for monoidal categories [20]. This theorem
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and its symmetric variant quickly became a useful tool in category theory
and led to unexpected applications outside category theory.
The next step was taken by J. Benabou [8] who demonstrated that a
monoidal category is just a special case of a 2-dimensional notion called
bicategory.
But one had to go a long way to come to a 3-dimensional case. There
were several quite different sources of pressure to do this step as noted in
[13]. Firstly, the development of category theory itself demanded a notion
of a bicategory with an extra-structure such as tensor product. The other
motivation came from mathematical physics; namely from the theory of the
YangBaxter equation and its generalization. There was also the pressure
from algebraic topology where the problem of algebraic modeling of
homotopy n-types demanded a good notion of higher-order groupoid.
The fundamental definition of tricategory was finally formulated by
R. Gordon, J. Power, and R. Street, and a corresponding coherence
theorem proved [13].
This definition is much more complicated than the definition of the
bicategory. The coherence laws are the cause of this complication. For a
tricategory one demands that bicategorical coherence laws are fulfilled only
up to isomorphisms and these isomorphisms must satisfy the coherence
laws of the next order. This includes, for example, a 4-cocycle condition
introduced by R. Street [23] which is expressed as the equality of the
results of two pastings ‘‘generated’’ by Stasheff’s associahedron of order 5.
The coherence theorem asserts, however, that every tricategory is tri-
equivalent to a Gray-category which is a much simpler special type of
tricategory.
The attempt to continue this process to dimension greater than 3 meets
with obstacles. The coherence laws become more and more complicated
(even for the 4-dimensional case it is very hard to describe the correspond-
ing cocycle condition see [23]). In addition, one has to use the pasting in
a weak (n&1)-category which itself is a very hard problem because it
demands the corresponding coherence theorem, which is still mysterious
for n>3 and is one of the central problems in higher-order weak category
theory.
Remark. The coherence theorem of [13] permits one to give the defini-
tion of tetracategory (n=4) following the inductive process above [29].
But it is a very complicated definition.
However, the recent development of different areas of mathematics
demands a generalization of this notion to all higher dimensions [5, 25, 10,
14]. ‘‘It is clear that new ideas are needed to do so without a combinatorial
explosion... . However, the potential payoffs of a good theory of weak
n-categories should encourage us to persevere.’’ J. Baez and J. Dolan [5]).
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We have at the moment several different definitions of weak n-category.
The first attempt was made by R. Street in [23]. The next definition (for
finite n) was proposed by J. Baez and J. Dolan in [6]. Recently, a more
detailed preprint appeared [7]. The other definition based on the pasting
schemes was obtained by M. Makkai, C. Hermida, and J. Power [15].
An absolutely different definition (also for finite n) has been given in the
thesis of Z. Tamsamani [28]. He used a generalization of a topological
construction known as Segal’s delooping machine.1
The definition presented here is an improved version of the definition
given in [3]. It is based on a nontrivial generalization of the apparatus of
operads and their algebras, originally developed by P. May [21] for the
needs of algebraic topology, and which has become one of the central
directions in the development of homological algebra, category theory,
algebraic geometry and mathematical physics [12, 27].
Yet, for the purposes of higher-order category theory, a higher-dimen-
sional notion of operad is required. We try to explain the reason for this
passage to the higher-order operads in Section 1. Briefly, the idea of a
higher operad may be explained as follows.
An ordinary nonsymmetric operad in Set (in the sense of [21])
associates a set An to every natural n. The set of natural numbers may be
interpreted as the set of 1-cells in the free category generated by one object
and one nonidentity endomorphism of this object. To find a higher-order
generalization of the notion of operad we have to describe the free strict
|-category generated by one object and one nonidentity endomorphism of
this object and one nonidentity endomorphism of this endomorphism and
so on (so, for example, the set of natural numbers is the one-dimensional
part of this category). The required |-category Tr will be the category of
planar trees of a special type.
The other component of the theory of operads is an appropriate
monoidal category (with some extrastructure like braiding or symmetry)
where one can consider the notion of operad. We need also a monoidal
category (perhaps, with extrastructure as well) where one can define the
notion of algebra for an operad. Finally, the corresponding coherence
theorems for both types of monoidal categories are required. We call all
these components a natural environment for a given theory of operads.
One of our main goals was to find a natural environment for the theory of
higher-order operads.
For this we introduce monoidal globular categories and show they are
suitable for the development of the theory of higher-order operads and
their algebras. The crucial point here is a coherence theorem for monoidal
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globular categories (Section 4) which includes as special cases the
coherence theorems for monoidal, symmetric monoidal, and braided
monoidal categories, and a sort of pasting theorem for n-categories.
A primary example of a globular monoidal category is the globular
category of n-spans Span. The 0-spans are just the sets. The 1-spans are the
spans in Set in the usual sense [8, 24]. It is known that a 1-span may be
considered as a generalization of the notion of the relation between two
sets. In this informal sense, an n-span is a relation between two (n&1)-
spans. This monoidal globular category plays the same role for higher-
order category theory as the category of sets does for ordinary category
theory.
Remark. After my talk in the Australian Category Seminar I was told
by S. Lack that the construction of generalized spans was used by
P. Cartier in 1994 in his lectures on ‘‘multicategories’’ given at ‘‘Institut des
Hautes Etudes Scientifiques’’ in Paris. Cartier called our n-span a telescope
of height n.
The results obtained allow us to formulate the notion of higher-order
operad. An |-operad will associate an n-span to every n-cell in Tr for every
n0. There are also the units and multiplications and some axioms for
these operations. The category of nonsymmetric operads (in the category of
sets) is just a one-dimensional subcategory of the category of |-operads.
Finally, one can consider a notion of a contractible |-operad and we can
give the main
Definition. A weak |-category is a globular set together with the
structure of algebra over a universal contractible |-operad.
We suggest also the notions of weak |-function and weak |-natural
transformations of any order. At this point we prefer to finish this paper as
we believe that the categorical base for higher-order weak category theory
is thus constructed. The results about internal structure of weak categories
and the applications will be the theme of future papers.
1. FROM NONSYMMETRIC TO HIGHER ORDER OPERADS
It is a common opinion of all mathematicians working in this area that
coherence in category theory and coherence in homotopy theory are closely
related [13].
Recall some definitions from the theory of nonsymmetric operads [2,
12]. Let C be a symmetric monoidal category with tensor product C and
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unit object I. Assume C has coproducts and C preserves them on both
variables. Let < be an initial object in C.
Definition 1.1. A collection A in C is a functor
A : N  C,
where N is the set of natural numbers with discrete category structure.
There is a tensor product  on the category of collections in C defined
by
(AB) j= ’
k0
’
j1+ } } } + jk= j
Aj1 C } } } C Ajk C Bk .
This tensor product together with unit family (<, I, <, ...) provide the
category of collections in C with a structure of a monoidal category
[2, 12].
Definition 1.2. A C-operad A is a monoid (A, +, =) in the category of
collections in C.
Now let K be a category enriched in C (with enriched hom-functor
C

(X, Y )). And suppose K itself is monoidal in the sense that the tensor
product K in K is a C-functor and all the structure isomorphisms
involved in the definition of monoidal category are C-natural. Then, for
every object X in K, the following collection E(X ) in C
En(X )=C(XK } } } K X
n
, X )
has a natural structure of C-operad.
Definition 1.3. Let A be a C-operad. An algebra in K over C is an
object X of K together with a morphism of C-operads
’ : A  E(X ).
Remark. It is not necessary for C to be symmetric. It is sufficient to
demand the existence of braiding for C [18]. Moreover, under appropriate
conditions it is even necessary for C to be braided.
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This language is sufficient already to give the definitions of category and
bicategory. Indeed, consider the monoidal category of 1-globular sets (or
Set-graphs) Gl(X0) whose objects are diagrams of sets of the form
X0 w
s X1 w
t X0 ,
where X0 is fixed set and whose arrows are natural transformations which
are identities on X0 . The tensor product XY is the limit of the diagram
X0 w
s X1 w
t X0 w
s Y1 w
t X0
and the unit object is
X0 w
id X0 w
id X0 .
Definition 1.4. A (small) category with set of objects X0 and set of
morphisms X1 is an algebra in Gl(X0) of a Set-operad M having in every
dimension a one-element set (the terminal Set-operad).
Similarly a bicategory is an algebra of some Cat-operad (see Section 10)
in the following monoidal category of Cat-graphs over a fixed set W0 [2].
The objects are functions which associate a category F(X, Y ) to every pair
of elements X, Y # W0 . The morphism are levelwise functors. The tensor
product is given by the formula:
FG(Z, Y)= 
Z # W0
F(X, Z)_G(Z, Y ).
However, an attempt to continue this process to higher dimensions fails
because the category of Bicat-graphs and their levelwise homomorphisms is
not enriched over Bicat.
To overcome this difficulty let us return to the initial idea of operad. The
operadic technique was so successful in Definition 1.4 because E(X ) con-
tains all possible operations preserving source and target functions which
one can perform over the morphisms (the set X1) in a 1-globular set X.
Indeed, the set (XK } } } K X )1 consists of the composable chains
f1 , ..., fn of 1-cells of X (in the sense that the target of a cell from this chain
is equal to the source of the next cell) of length n and so an element of
E(X ) is just an operations which assigns to every such chain a unique 1-cell
from s( f1) to t( fn). The same is true for the case of bicategories, but we
restrict ourselves to the operations preserving the category structure of the
‘‘hom-sets’’ of a Cat-graph. It is clear that if we want to avoid the
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difficulties associated with the inductive character of the definition one
should not use these more structural operations. So we have to define
bicategories, tricategories etc. using only functions between sets.
For this we observe that a Cat-graph is a special sort of 2-globular set.
The last is by definition an ordered triple of sets (X0 , X1 , X2) endowed
with source and target functions
si, j ti, j : Xi  Xj , j<i,
satisfying the relations
sk, m } sl, k=sl, m , tk, m } tl, k=tl, m ,
sl, l&1 } tl+1, l=sl+1, l&1 , tl, l&1 } sl+1, l=tl+1, l&1.
So if we want to have the definition of bicategory in terms of sets and
their functions we have to take into account all operations preserving
source and target functions that we can perform over a 2-globular set.
Algebraically this situation may be described as follows. A 1-globular set
X may be interpreted as a 1-cell from X0 to X0 in a bicategory of spans
(below we call them 1-spans) in Set [8, 24]. The n th iterated tensor
product of X is just a composition X } } } } } X in this bicategory. Similarly,
one can consider the bicategory whose objects are 1-spans from a set A to
a set B and whose 1-cells between two 1-spans
X1 , X2 : A  B
are commutative diagrams of sets of the form
We call such a diagram a 2-span in Set. If we consider X1 and X2 as two
1-cells between sets (0-spans) A and B one can think of the diagram above
as a 2-cell between 1-spans X1 and X2 . One can continue this analogy with
2-category theory and introduce vertical and horizontal compositions of
2-spans by means of appropriate pullbacks (see Section 3). Certainly, this
structure can not be described in terms of a bicategory. This is an example
of a new categorical object we shall call monoidal 2-globular category (see
Definition 2.3).
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With this interpretation, a 2-globular set is just an endomorphism 2-cell
of a 1-globular set (which in its turn is an endomorphism 1-cell of a
0-globular set).
So the problem of describing the operations on n-globular sets may be
subdivided to two problems: The first is to describe the n-category freely
generated by one object, one nonidentity endomorphism of this object, one
nonidentity endomorphism of this endomorphism, and so on; the other
problem is to find the algebraic structure generated by composition of these
operations.
In the 1-dimensional situation the theory of nonsymmetric operads gives
an appropriate answer. The possible compositions are the iterated com-
positions of an endo-1-span and the corresponding algebraic structure is
the structure of a nonsymmetric operads. The main part of our paper is
devoted to the solution of these two problems for arbitrary n (including
n=|).
Notice, however, that the theory of algebras of nonsymmetric operads
makes sense in every monoidal category enriched in a symmetric (or
braided) monoidal category. In this sense the theory of monoidal categories
is a natural environment for the development of the theory of such
algebras. Similarly, the natural environment for the theory of algebras of
braided operads [11] is the theory of braided monoidal categories and for
the symmetric operads this is the theory of symmetric monoidal categories.
Some problems in the development of the theory of weak n-categories
require us to answer on analogous question with respect to the theory of
higher-order operads. The answer we give is: the required natural environ-
ment is the theory of monoidal globular categories. Having such a category
we can develop the theory of weak n-category (and weak n-cocategory)
internally.
Another important idea of the theory of (topological) operads is a
contractibility condition. In the theory of categorical coherence (for
bicategories or tricategories) this condition may be interpreted as an
existence of associativity isomorphisms (equivalences in the case of
tricategories) and coherence laws for them. In our interpretation these
associativity isomorphisms are none else than a special sort of operation on
2-globular sets, namely, these operations assign to a chain of length three
of 1-cells a 2-cell whose source and target are two possible composites of
this chain, i.e., f } (g } h) and ( f } g) } h. The coherence law is also a sort of
operation but of the next order. In the case of bicategories there are not
enough dimensions and this law amounts to an equality. In the case of
tricategories we have instead of equality a cell of dimension 3 which in its
turn satisfies a coherence law (4-cocycle condition [13]). So, to express the
coherence conditions in our theory, we have to consider the operations
which raise the dimension and demand that there exists an operation of the
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next order connecting the composition of operations of lower order when-
ever this makes sense. The resulting condition for our higher-order operads
is presented in Section 8. In analogy with the topological situation we call
it a contractibility condition. It is interesting that this condition provides us
with coherent laws which are automatically invertible (in some weak
sense). The results of Section 9 show, in addition, that our contractibility
condition is closely related to topological one (see 9.1.) It allows us to
construct the fundamental weak n-groupoid functors for all 0n| and
we believe it corresponds very well to the initial ideas of Grothendieck
[14].
2. MONOIDAL GLOBULAR CATEGORIES
Definition 2.1. An r-globular category C is a sequence of categories
Cn , 0nr,
together with functors
sn, k , tn, k : Cn  Ck , k<nr,
called source and target functors satisfying the following conditions
sk, m } sl, k=sl, m ,
tk, m } tl, k=tl, m ,
sl, l&1 } ll+1, l=sl+1, l&1 ,
tl, l&1 } sl+1, l=tl+1, l&1 .
An |-globular category C (or simply a globular category) is a sequence of
categories Cn , 0n and functors
sn, k , tn, k : Cn  Ck , k<n,
such that for every r0 their restrictions to the finite sequence C(r)=[Cn ,
rn0] gives rise to an r-globular category (called r-skeleton of C).
Usually we will write simply sk and tk for the source and target functors
sn, k and tn, k .
We will call an r-globular category C discrete provided every Cn is a
discrete category (i.e., C is just a globular set).
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Definition 2.2. A globular functor
F : C  D
between two r-globular categories is a sequence of functors
Fn : Cn  Dn
commuting with source and target functors (in the strict sense).
A globular natural transformation
’ : F  G
between two globular functors is a family of natural transformations
’n : Fn  Gn
such that ’kAsk=sk ’nA and ’kAtk=tk ’nA for every object A of Cn .
For every r-globular category C and n>k let Cn_k Cn be the following
pullback in Cat
sk
Cn_k Cn Cn
tk
Cn Ck
Definition 2.3. A monoidal r-globular category (MG-category for
short if the value of r is clear from the contest) is an r-globular category
C together with:
1. Functors of composition
k : Cn _k Cn  Cn , k<nr,
and cylinder functors
Z : Cn&1  Cn , nr,
such that
si (Tk S)=siT, ik,
ti (Tk S)=tiS, ik,
sn } Z=tn } Z=IdCn ,
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si (Ti S)=siTk si S, k<i,
ti (Tk S)=tiTk tiS, k<i,
ZkTj ZkS=Zk(Tj S);
2. The following invertible natural transformations (whenever the
expressions involved made sense):
v associativity isomorphisms
:nk : Tk(Rk S)& (Tk R)k S,
v left unity isomorphisms
=nl : Z
n&kAk T&T,
(this implies clearly that A=skT )
v right unity isomorphisms
=nr : Tk Zn&kB&T,
(this implies clearly that B=tkT )
v interchange isomorphisms
’nk, l : (Ak B)l (Ck D)& (Al C)k(Bl D), k<l
(suppose also that ’nk, l=(’
n
l, k)
&1 for k>l ), such that
si (:nk)=id, ti (:
n
k)=id, ik,
si (:nk)=:
i
k , ti (:
n
k)=:
i
k , i>k,
si (=nl )=id, ti (=
n
l )=id, ik,
si (=nl )==
i
l , ti (=
n
l )==
i
l , i>k,
si (=nr )=id, ti (=
n
r )=id, ik,
si (=nr )==
i
r , ti (=
n
r )==
i
r , i>k,
si (’nk, l)=id, ti (’
n
k, l)=id, il,
si (’nk, l)=’
i
k; l , ti (’
n
k, l)=’
i
k, l , i>l.
These isomorphisms must satisfy the commutativity of the following
diagrams:
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1. Pentagon condition for associativity:
: :
1: :1
(Ak B)k (Ck D)
Ak (Bk (Ck D)) ((Ak B)k C)k D
Ak ((Bk C)k D) ww
:
(Ak (Bk C))k D
2. Triangle condition for associativity and left and right unity
isomorphisms
1=l
=r 1
Ak (Zn&kBk C) ww
:
(Ak Zn&kB)k C
Ak C
3. Triangle condition for interchange and right unity isomorphism
4. Triangle condition for interchange and left unity isomorphism
50 M. A. BATANIN
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5. Hexagon condition for interchange and associativity
1’ ::
: ’
(Aj B)i ((Ci E )j (Di F )) ww
’
(Ai (Ci E ))j (Bi (Di F ))
(Aj B)i((Cj D)i (Ej F )) ((Ai C)i E )j ((Bi D)i F )
((Aj B)i (Cj D))i (Ej F ) ww
’1
((Ai C) j (Bi D))i (Ej F )
6. Hexagon condition for interchange isomorphisms
’ ’’
’’ ’
’ ’’
((A1k A2)i (C1k C2))j ((B1k B2)i (D1 k D2))
((A1 k A2)j (B1k B2))
i ((C1k C2)j (D1k D2))
((A1 i C1)k (A2i C2))
j ((B1 i D1)k(B2 i D2))
((A1 j B1)k (A2j B2))
i ((C1j D1)k (C2 j D2))
((A1i C1)j (B1 i D1))
k ((A2 i C2)j (B2 i D2))
((A1 j B1)i (C1j D1))k ((A2j B2)i (C2j D2))
A monoidal r-globular category is said to be strict if all the canonical
isomorphisms involved are identities.
Definition 2.4. A monoidal globular functor (MG-functor)
F=(F, ,2 , ,0) : C  A
between two MG-category consists of a globular functor F : C  A, two
families of natural isomorphisms
,2 : FAk FB  F(Ak B)
and
,0 : Z(FA)  F(ZA)
such that the following diagrams commute:
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(FAk FB)k FC ww
,21 F(Ak B)k FC
:
,2
FAk (FBk FC) F((Ak B) C),
1,2
F:
FAk (F(Bk C)) ww
,2 F(Ak (Bk C))
wwwwwwFAk Zn&kFC
=r FA
1,
0
n&k
F=r
Fk F(Zn&kC) ww
,2 F(Ak Zn&kC),
wwwwwwZn&kFCk F
=l FA
,
0
n&k1
F=l
F(Zn&kC)k FA ww
,2 F(Zn&kCk A),
and
(FAl FC)k (FBl FD) ww
,2,2 F(Al C)k F(Bl D)
’
,2
(FAk FB)l (FCk FD)) F((Al C)k (Bl D))
,2,2
F’
F(Ak B)l F(Ck D) ww
,2 F((Ak B)l ((Ck D)).
An MG-functor is strict if ,2 and ,0 both are identities.
Definition 2.5. A morphism
’ : F  G
of MG-functors is a globular natural transformation such that two
diagrams commute:
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FAk FB ww
,2 F(Ak B)
’A’B ’AB
GAk GB ww
1,2 G(Ak B)
and
ZFA ww
,0 F(ZA)
Z’A ’ZA
ZGA ww
,0 G(ZA).
Suppose now we have an extra tensor product }&1 and a chosen object
In in every dimension in a MG-category C. Suppose also that
v for every n, an associativity isomorphism and a right- and left-unity
isomorphisms for In with respect }&1 are given;
v an extra interchange isomorphism ’&1k is defined for every k0;
v ZnI0=In ; and
v the axioms 16 are fulfilled for these data.
Definition 2.6. We call such a globular monoidal category augmented
or an AMG-category for brevity.
Having an AMG-category C one can define a new MG-category C+
with C+0 =1, the one-object one identity arrow category. For this put
C+n =Cn&1 , n1, and }
+
n =}n&1 , n0. Conversely, if we have an
MG-category C with C0=1 then we have an evident AMG-category C
&.
3. SOME EXAMPLES
In this section we consider several important examples of monoidal
globular categories.
1. Strict n-categories are discrete monoidal n-globular categories.
2. A bicategory may be considered as a monoidal 1-globular cate-
gory with a discrete category in dimension 0. In particular, every monoidal
category C gives rise to a monoidal 1-globular category C+.
3. Using the generalized Eckmann and Hilton argument from [18] it
is possible to prove that the 2-category of braided monoidal categories and
braided monoidal functors is equivalent to the 2-category of monoidal
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2-globular categories with one-object one-arrow category 1 in dimensions
0 and 1.2
4. The 2-category of symmetric monoidal categories is equivalent to
the 2-category of monoidal n-globular categories (n3) with 1 in dimen-
sions 0, ..., n&1 [18].
5. The following example is in some sense ‘‘basic’’ for us. It
generalizes the well-known construction of the bicategory of spans over a
category with pullbacks [8, 24].
Definition 3.1. Oct(n) is the partially ordered set [0, 1]_[0, 1, ...,
n&1] _ [n], where the order is defined by
(=1 , l )>(=2 , m),
whenever l>m and n is a unique maximal element.
For every 0k<n, there are two special functors
sk, tk : Oct(k)  Oct(n)
defined by
sk(0, m)=(0, m), sk(1, m)=(1, m), m<k,
sk(k)=(0, k)
tk(0, m)=(0, m), tk(1, m)=(1, m), m<k,
tk(k)=(1, k).
Definition 3.2. An n-span T is a functor from Oct(n)op to the category
of sets; i.e., T is a presheaf on Oct(n). Write Spann for the category of
presheaves on Oct(n).
It is obvious that the functors sk and tk induce a globular structure on
the sequence of categories Spann . We will denote this globular category
simply Span and call it the globular category of spans.
With every n-span T one can associate an (n+1)-span ZT, which has
ZT(=, k)=T(=, k) for k<n and
ZT(=, n)=ZT(n+1)=T(n)
with identity morphisms from ZT(n+1) to ZT(=, n).
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Now let T, S be two n-spans, such that tkT=skS=P for some k<n.
I am going to describe a new n-span Tk S. This is an n-span which has
as Tk S(=, l ), k<ln, a pull-back as in the diagram:
Tk S(=, l ) S(=, l )
T(=, l ) P(k)
and has as k-source skT and as k-target tkS.
It is easy to check, that we thus define a monoidal structure on the
globular category Span. Moreover, if we define }&1 to be cartesian
product we obtain a structure of augmented monoidal category on Span.
Observe, however, that Span+ call also be considered as an augmented
MG-category by defining }&1 to be a Cartesian product. It is clear, that
one can continue this process.
6. For every globular category C there is a sort of ‘‘enriched’’
globular hom-functor to Span. Namely, let A, B be two objects from Cn .
Then consider the following n-span HOM(A, B).
HOM(A, B)(0, k)=Ck(skA, skB),
HOM(A, B)(1, k)=Ck(tkA, tkB), k<n
and
HOM(A, B)(n)=Cn(A, B),
where the structure of n-span is generated by source and target functors.
7. It is obvious that we can construct the monoidal globular category
of spans Span(C) over every category with pullbacks C. Dually, the
monoidal globular category of cospans Cospan(D) exists for every category
D with pushouts.
8. The monoidal globular category Tr of trees.3
Let Ord be the category whose objects are finite linearly ordered sets
and whose arrows are order preserving functions. Two arrows
f : P  K, g : Q  K determine a linear order on the disjoint union P } Q
such that the inclusions
P/P } Q, Q/P } Q
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are order preserving and, for p # P, q # Q we have p<q if and only if
f ( p) g(q). Let
f  K g : P } Q  K
be the function whose restriction to P, Q is f, g respectively. We thus define
a monoidal structure on slice category OrdK.
Let 2 be the full subcategory of Ord consisting of the ordinals
[n]=(0, 1, ..., n) , [&1]=<.
Then define the category of n-stage trees Trn to be the category of functors
T : [n]op  2,
such that T(0)=[0].
For an n-stage tree T we will call the elements of T(i) its vertices of
height i or the vertices on the i th stage of T. Let v be a vertex on the i th
stage and v$ be a vertex on the (i+1)-stage of T. We say that there is an
edge e on the i th stage of T from v$ to v if v is the image of v$ under
T(i<i+1). The edge e will be called an input edge at v. A vertex v is an
input vertex of T provided there is no input edge at v.
So we have associated to an n-stage tree T a directed graph that we
denote also by T. Observe that the set of vertices on the i-stage as well as
the set of edges on the i-stage are linearly ordered sets.
We will denote by Un a terminal n-stage tree. We define
M kn(r)=[0], 0rk, M
k
n(r)=[1], k<rn.
Mkn(r1r2)=Id, k<r1r2n.
It will also be convenient to define M nn=Un .
The globular structure on Trn , n0 is given in the following way. Let
$ : (0, 1, ..., n&1)  (0, 1, ..., n)
be the functor $( p)= p. Then restriction along $op gives us a functor
: Trn  Trn&1 .
Then put
skT=tk T=n&kT
for an n-stage tree T.
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To define a monoidal structure put:
ZT(k)=T(k), kn,
ZT(n+1)=[&1],
for every n-stage tree T.
If now T $, T" are n-stage trees such that SkT"=tkT $. Define their k th
tensor product M kn(T $, T") by requiring
n&kM kn(T $, T")=
n&kT $
and, for m jkn, putting
M kn(T $, T")(1k)=(T $( jk)T $(m) T"( jk)).
The n-stage trees may also be defined geometrically.
Let E be the following subset of the real plane
E=[(x1 , x2) # R2 | x20].
Let ln be the line on E defined by the equation x2=n. And let Bn be the
open set [(x1 , x2) # E | n<x2<n+1].
Definition 3.3. A geometric n-stage tree T is a nonempty connected
closed subspace of E, such that
v T/cl(n&1i=0 Bi)
v T & li is finite. These points are called vertices of T (on the i th
stage).
v T & Bi is homeomorphic to a disjoint union of a finite number
(maybe zero) of open intervals. Every component is called an edge of T (on
the i th stage). The endpoints of an edge belong to the different components
of Bi . Two different edges on the i th stage can not have a common end
point on the (i+1)-stage.
v T & l0 is a point.
The geometrical (n&1)-stage tree T is obtained as an intersection of T
with cl(n&2i=0 Bi) and geometrical (n+1)-stage tree ZT coincides with T as
a subspace of E. The k-tensoring of two geometrical n-stage trees is their
gluing by isomorphic kth parts. It is evident that trees may be identified
with classes of isomorphisms of geometrical trees if we consider as
morphisms of geometrical trees the continuous maps which are homeomor-
phisms on edges, map vertices to vertices and preserve a natural order of
vertices.
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It is not hard to verify that we thus obtained a strict MG-category. Write
Tr for the |-category obtained from Tr by taking Trn to be the set of
objects of Trn . This MG-category will play a special role in our considera-
tions.
9. One can drop the condition for interchange morphisms to be iso-
morphisms. This extends the frame of our theory and permits the inclusion
to the list of examples of MG-categories the n-monoidal categories of [1].
But our aims differ from that of [1] and we do not need this generalization
herein.
Let U (r) be terminal globular category.
Definition 3.4. Let C be a globular category. An r-globular (0r
) object W in C is a globular functor
W : U (r)  C;
that is, a sequence of objects Wn # Cn , 0nr, such that
skWn=tk Wn=Wk .
We will call an |-globular object in C simply a globular object in C.
Examples.
1. Globular objects in Span(C) are globular objects in C. For
example globular objects in Span are globular sets and globular objects in
Span(Cat) are globular categories.
2. Globular objects in Cospan(C) are coglobular objects in C. A very
important example is the coglobular topological space D=[Dn], where Dn
is the n-dimensional disk
[(x1 , ..., xn) | x21+ } } } +x
2
n1]
and cosource and cotarget
cs, ct : Dn&1  Dn
are defined by
cs(x1 , ..., xn&1)=(x1 , ..., xn&1 , &- 1&x21& } } } &x2n&1 ),
ct(x1 , ..., xn&1)=(x1 , ..., xn&1 , &- 1&x21& } } } &x2n&1 ).
3. The r-globular objects in Tr for finite r may be identified with
r-stage trees.
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4. COHERENCE FOR MONOIDAL GLOBULAR CATEGORIES
Proposition 4.1. For every l-globular category C, there exists a
monoidal l-globular category D(C) (the free monoidal l-globular category
generated by C) and a globular functor i : C  D(C) such that, for each
globular functor F : C  M into a monoidal l-globular category M, there
exists a unique strict MG-functor F $ : D(C)  M such that the following
diagram commutes:
C wwww
i D(C)
F F $
M.
Proof. The binary diagrams in C over the unique 0-stage tree U0 are the
expressions U0(A) for A an object of C0 . The morphisms of such diagrams
are the morphisms of the corresponding objects.
We now give the following inductive definition. A binary diagram in C
over the tree T=Zn&iUi is the expression T(A)=Zn&iUi (A), where A is
an object of Ci . Define the k-source and k-target of such a diagram by:
sk Zn&iUi (A)=n&kZn&iUi (skA),
tk Zn&iUi (A)=n&kZn&iUi (tkA),
where we assume that tkA=sk A=A for ki.
By induction, if T $(A1 , ..., Ap) and T"(B1 , ..., Bq) are binary diagrams
over n-stage trees T $ and T" then the expression
T(A1 , ..., Ap , B1 , ..., Bq)
is a binary diagram over the n-stage tree T provided
n&rT $=n&rT", T=M rn(T $, T"),
and
srT"(B1 , ..., Bq)=trT $(A1 , ..., Ap).
We will often write
T(A1 , ..., Ap , B1 , ..., Bq)=M rn(T $, T")
implying that T $ and T" are not just the trees but the whole diagrams.
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Put
tkT(A1 , ..., Ap , B1 , ..., Bq)=M rk(tk T $, tkT")
and
skT(A1 , ..., Ap , B1 , ..., Bq)=M rk(skT $, skT")
for k>r and
tkT(A1 , ..., Ap , B1 , ..., Bq)=tkT $,
skT(A1 , ..., Ap , B1 , ..., Bq)=sk T $,
for kr.
For every binary diagram over an (n&1)-stage tree T, define the binary
diagram over the n-stage tree ZT using the equations
Z(Zn&iUi (A))=Zn&i+1Ui (A)
and
Z(M kn&1(T, S))=M
k
n(ZT, ZS).
Note that the basic constraints for an MG-category may be interpreted
as the formal isomorphisms of our binary diagrams. For example, the inter-
change law gives us an isomorphism
’ij : M in(M
j
n(T, S), M
j
n(P, Q))&M
j
n(M
i
n(T, P), M
i
n(S, Q)).
Now let Dn(C)=D(C)n be the category whose objects are binary
diagrams over n-stage trees. The morphisms of Dn(C) are equivalence
classes of morphisms built up inductively from the morphisms of C and
formal isomorphisms :, =l , =r , ’. The equivalence relation is generated by
the axioms for MG-categories. So D(C) becomes a monoidal n-globular
category where the kth tensor product in Dn(C) is given by the formal
‘‘multiplications’’ of the binary diagrams over M kn .
The globular functor i : C  D(C) sends an object A of Ci to Ui (A).
Obviously, this is the free monoidal l-globular category.
Proposition 4.2. For every l-globular category C, there exists a strict
monoidal l-globular category Ds(C) (the free strict monoidal l-globular
category generated by C) and a globular functor is : C  Ds(C) such that,
for each globular functor F : C  C$ into a strict monoidal l-globular category
C$, there exists a unique strict MG-functor F $ : Ds(C)  C$ such that the
following diagram commutes:
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F F $
C ww
is Ds(C)
C
Proof. We will prove this proposition for l=|. The result for finite l is
a consequence.
Let T be an n-stage tree and v1 , v2 be two vertices of T. Then it is
obvious that there exists a unique vertex v=v(v1 , v2) of highest stage such
that there exists a directed path p1 from v1 to v and a directed path p2 from
v2 to v.
Let us associate with T a globular set T* generated by the input vertices
of T (a vertex of height i gives an element of the dimension i) modulo the
equivalence relation generated by the following identifications
ti v1=siv2
where v1 , v2 are input vertices having v(v1 , v2) on the ith stage and either
v v1 , v2 are on the same stage, v1<v2 and there is not any vertex
between v1 and v2 on this stage, or
v the path p1 goes through maximal edges on every stage of T and
the path p2 goes through minimal edges on every stage of T.
This construction of T* is a crucial point for all further considerations.
So it will be useful at this stage to give some examples. The following pic-
ture contains two examples of 2-stage trees and their corresponding
globular sets.
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Now let Ds(C) be the following globular category. The objects of
(Ds(C))n are the globular functors
A : T*  C, T # Trn ,
where we consider T* as a discrete globular category. We will call such a
functor a diagram over T or simply an n-stage diagram in C. The
morphisms are levelwise globular natural transformations. So the n-stage
diagram over T is determined completely by its value on the input vertices
of T.
To clarify the notion of n-stage diagram let us suppose for a moment
that C is a strict |-category. In this situation an n-stage diagram in C is
just a special sort of n-pasting diagram in C [16, 24]. For example, a
diagram over U2 is the following pasting diagram:
the diagrams over M 02 and M
1
2 are pasting diagrams
respectively.
The reader may draw up the pasting diagram corresponding to the tree
M12(M
0
2 , M
0
2)=M
0
2(M
1
2 , M
1
2) as an exercise. This diagram is used to
express the interchange law for 2-categories.
Now we define a globular structure on Ds(C). For this, note that, for
every n-stage tree T, one can define two globular functors
sk, tk : (n&kT )*  T*,
generated by two obvious inclusions:
sk, tk : (n&kUn)*=(Uk)*  U*n .
This clearly generates the source and target functors on (Ds(C))n and
then gives the required globular structure on Ds(C).
Finally, the functor
Z : (Ds(C))n&1  (Ds(C))n
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maps a diagram over T to itself, but considered as a diagram over ZT. The
tensor products of the diagrams are generated by ‘‘gluing’’ the diagrams
over an appropriate tree M kn in the following sense. Let A : T*  C and
B : S*  C be two n-stage diagrams in C such that tk(A)=sk(B). Then we
have a diagram of n-globular functors:
(n&kS=n&kT )* ww
tk T*
sk A
S* B Cwwwwwww
Hence, there is an n-globular functor Ak B from the pushout of this
diagram to C. It is easy to see that this pushout is isomorphic to
(M kn(T, S))*.
It is straightforward to check that we thus have a strict monoidal
l-globular category.
To prove that this is indeed a free strict monoidal l-globular category we
need some additional constructions. Let C$ be a monoidal l-globular
category and let A : T*  C$ be an n-stage diagram in C$. Then define the
value [A] # Ob(C$n) of A by induction.
We say that an n-stage tree T is pruned provided all its input vertices
have height n. We introduce the following filtration of the set of the n-stage
diagrams in C$ over pruned trees. Let an n-stage diagram A : T*  C$
belong to Uk(C$n) provided T is pruned and n&k(T )=Uk . So Un(C$)
amounts to the set of objects of C$n and let the value of such a diagram be
equal to the object it indicates. Assume that the value of diagrams from
Uk+1(C$n) are already defined. Consider a diagram A from Uk(C$n). So the
tree T of such a diagram has only one vertex of height k with say r input
edges at this vertex.
So
T=M kn(M
k
n(...(M
k
n(T1 , T2), T3)...), Tr),
where T1 , ..., Tr are uniquely determined pruned n-stage trees, such that
n&k&1(T )=Uk+1. We have, therefore, r diagrams A1 , ..., Ar from Uk+1
(C$n) determined by
Ai : T*i  T* w
A
C$
and
A=A1 k } } } k Ar .
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Then we put
[A]=(...([A1]k ...)...)k[Ar].
Finally, if the n-stage tree of A : T*  C$ is not pruned, consider a mini-
mal pruned tree T $, which contains T (in the category Trn) and a diagram
A$ over T $ constructed in the following way. Let v$ be an input vertex
of T $.
There exists a unique input vertex u of T such that there is a path from
v$ to v in T $. Suppose v is of height i. Then put
A$(v$)=Zn&iA(v),
and we take as value of A the value of A$.
Return to the proof of our proposition. Let C$ be a strict monoidal
l-globular category, and let F : C  C$ be a globular functor. Then let the
value of F $ on the diagram A : T*  C be equal to the value of the follow-
ing diagram in C$:
T* wA C wF C$.
It remains to prove that F $ is strict monoidal and unique. The only dif-
ficult part of this is to check that F $ preserves tensor products, that is
[Ak B]=[A]k [B] (1)
for every n-stage diagrams A : T*  C$ and B : S*  C$, such that
tk(A)=sk(B). Let us prove it.
Let L=n&kT=n&kS and suppose L=Uk . Then we have equation (1)
by definition. Assume now that we have proved (1) for all the diagrams
A$, B$ # Ur(C$n) for some rk. And let A, B # Ur(C$n). Then L has only one
vertex of height r with say m input vertices. So we have our canonical
decompositions
A=A1 r } } } r Am , B=B1 r } } } r Bm .
So
[Ak B]=[(A1 r } } } r Am)k [B1 r } } } r Bm)]
=[(A1 k B1)r } } } r (Am k Bm)]
=[A1 k B1]r } } } r [Am r Bm]
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by definition. Now the last expression is equal to
([A1]k [B1])r } } } r ([Am]k [Bm])
by induction because Ai k Bi # Ur(C$n). Using the strict interchange law in
C$n we can continue this equality to
([A1]r } } } r [Am])k ([B1]r } } } r [Bm]).
The last is equal to [A]k [B] again by definition. So Proposition 4.2 is
proven.
Corollary 4.2.1. The MG-category Tr is the free |-category generated
by the globular set U with one-element set in every dimension.
Proof. For every tree T there exists exactly one globular functor
T*  U.
Corollary 4.2.2. There exists a unique strict tensor functor
1 : D(C)  Ds(C),
such that 1 } i=is .
Our aim is to prove the following coherence theorem for monoidal
globular categories.
Theorem 4.1. The functor
1 : D(C)  Ds(C)
is an equivalence in every dimension.
Let us first prove the following coherence result which is of course the
globular analogue of Corollary 1.6 from [18].
Proposition 4.3. Let C be a discrete l-globular monoidal category (i.e.,
a globular set). Then for every object W # Ds(C) the fiber 1&1(W ) in D(C)
is equivalent to 1.
Proof. The proof uses induction by an analogue of the filtration Uk(Cn)
introduced in the proof of Proposition 4.2. We will say that an n-stage
binary diagram T(A1 , ..., Am) belongs to U bk(Cn) if 
n&kT=Uk .
Let T(A) be a binary diagram from U bn(Cn). Now we will define when it
is in canonical form. Assume that we have already defined the canonical
form of the diagram for the binary diagrams from U bk+1(Cn). Assume that
any binary diagram in canonical form from U bk+1(Cn) is also a binary
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diagram in canonical form from U bk+1(Cn). Any diagram Z
n&kUk(A) is in
canonical form. In addition, the diagrams in canonical form from U bk(Cn)
will be the binary diagrams of the type
M kn(...(M
k
n(T1 , T2), ..., Tm),
where
T1 , ..., Tm # U bk+1(Cn)
are in canonical form.
We have to demonstrate that for every binary diagram T(A1 , ..., Am) #
1&1(W) there exists in 1&1(W ) an isomorphic binary diagram in canonical
form and an isomorphism in which only the constraints :, =r , =l and ’ (not
:&1, =&1r , =
&1
l and ’
&1) are involved.
This may be done by induction. Suppose we have proved it for the
binary diagrams from U bk+1(Cn). A binary diagram from U
b
k(Cn) has one
of the following forms:
1. T(A1 , ..., Ap),
2. Zn&kUk(A),
3. M kn(T(A1 , ..., Ap), Z
n&kUk(B)),
4. M kn(Z
n&kUk(A), S(B1 , ..., Bq)),
5. M kn(Z
n&kUk(A), Zn&kUk(B)), or
6. M rn(T(A1 , ..., Ap), S(B1 , ..., Bq)),
where rk and p+q=m, T, S # U bk+1(Cn).
Cases 1, 2 are evident. In cases 35 one can obviously apply the
isomorphisms =r , =l and induction on m to obtain the desired result.
In case 6 suppose firstly that r=k. Then we can use induction on m and
obtain the necessary isomorphism firstly by applying the inductive
hypothesis to T and S and then using the ‘‘generalized associativity law.’’
If r>k we first change T and S to the isomorphic diagrams in canonical
form using induction on m. So we have a binary diagram of the form
Mrn(M
k
n(T1 , T2), M
k
n(S1 , S2)),
where T1 , T2 are from U bk(Cn) and T2 , S2 from U
b
k+1(Cn). By the inter-
change law this is isomorphic to
Mkn(M
r
n(T1 , S1), M
r
n(T2 , S2))
and so the inductive hypothesis applies.
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The rest of the proof is a straightforward (more complicated) application
of Mac Lane’s arguments [20, pp. 163164].
Corollary 4.3.1. Let C be a monoidal l-globular category and let Cd be
its discretisation (the maximal discrete subcategory of C). We have the
unique strict monoidal functor t : D(Cd)  C extending the inclusion of Cd
in C. Then for every object W from (Ds(C))n the image of 1&1(W ) under t
is a clique in Cn .
Corollary 4.3.2. For every l-globular monoidal category C, there
exists a strict monoidal l-globular category st(C) and a monoidal functor
[ ]: st(C)  C,
which is an equivalence in every dimension.
Proof. The objects of st(C)n are the diagrams over the n-stage trees.
A morphism from T to S are the morphism in C from [T] to [S]. The
monoidality of [] follows from the previous corollary as in [18].
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof of the theorem is now a formal
repetition of the proof of the coherence Theorem 1.2 from [18].
To relate this theorem with our definition of weak |-category we prove
a useful corollary.
If C is a globular category one can consider the strict monoidal functor
+ : Ds(Ds(C))  Ds(C)
which assigns to every diagram of diagrams in C its value in Ds(C).
Corollary 4.1.1. For every monoidal globular category C, there is a
canonical isomorphism in the square:
[ ]
Ds(Ds(C))
+ Ds(C)
Ds([ ]) [ ]
Ds(C) C.
Remark. One can try to develop a separate theory for augmented
monoidal globular categories, but it is obvious that it is sufficient to apply
the theory constructed above to the categories of the type C+. So we will
refer to Theorem 4.1 in this case.
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5. COPRODUCTS IN MONOIDAL GLOBULAR CATEGORIES
In this section we define the globular coproducts. They are just a special
case of pointwise left Kan extensions in variable categories studied by
R. Street in [22].
Definition 5.1. Let
F : 11  12
be a globular functor. A left Kan extension of a globular functor
A : 11  C
along F is a pair (A , :) where
A : 12  C
is a globular functor and
: : A O A } F
is a globular natural transformation, such that it is a left extension of A
along F in the 2-category of globular categories Glob(Cat). We will denote
A by LanF A.
If 12 is the terminal globular category U then the left Kan extension
along a unique functor to U will be denote by colim11 A.
It is evident that the discrete objects in Glob(Cat) are exactly globular
sets.
Definition 5.2. For a given globular functor A : 1  C, where 1 is a
globular set the colimit of A will be denote as ~# # 1 A(#) and will be called
the coproduct over 1.
In what follows we consider the left Kan extensions of the functors
A : 1  C
for which 1 is discrete and moreover
sk(#)=tk(#)
for every k0. For # # 1n we denote
n&k(#)=sk(#)=tk(#).
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Let now F : 11  12 be a globular functor. Consider the following
globular analogue of comma-category of F over an object T # (12)n . We
denote this globular category by FT. This is a globular set which is empty
in the dimensions greater than n. For every kn the set (FT )k consists of
all # # (11)k such that F(#)=n&kT.
Lemma 5.1. Let A : 11  C be a globular functor. Then
LanFA(T)& 
# # FT
A(#)
if at least one of the side of this formula exists.
The proof is an easy consequence of the results of R. Street [22].
Let C be an MG-category. Let A, B be objects from Ck . Denote by
Cn(A, B), n>k, the subcategory of Cn having as objects the objects T from
Cn such that skT=A, tkT=B and the morphisms which induce identity
morphism on A and B. If k=&1 we assume that A=B=[1] and
Cn([1], [1])=Cn . We denote by
U : Cn(A, B)  Cn
the inclusion functors. An object T of Cn(A, B) will often be denoted by
A wT B. We introduce also the notation:
A w< B
for an initial object in Cn(A, B). Let
<kn=U(Ik w
< Ik) for k<n, and <nn=In .
Suppose now that, for every n0 and every A, B # Ck , k<n, the
category Cn(A, B) has small colimits and these colimits can be chosen in
such a way that the naturally defined functor
sl , tl : Cn(A, B)  Cl (A, B), l>k
commutes strictly with the colimits (i.e., sk(colim1A)=colim1 (skA) and
the analogous equality for target functors).
The following construction gives the method of calculation of globular
coproducts. Let 1 be a discrete n-globular category and let A : 1  C be a
globular functor. Consider the following poset 1h. The elements of 1h are
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the elements of the union of all 1n and #1#2 if there exists an l0 such
that #1=l (#2). Then define a functor
Ah : 1h  Cn
by the formula
Ah(#)=U(A(#) w, A(#)).
Lemma 5.2. Assume that in C the following diagram is pullback for every
A # Ck , C # Cn , l<k
skwwwww
(sl , tl)wwww
Cn(U(A w
, A), C) Ck(A, skC)
tk (sl , tl)
Ck(A, tkC) Cl (slA, slC)_Cl(tlA, tlC)
Then
\ # # 1 A(#)+n&colim1 h A
h
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the comparison of the
universal properties of the colimit above and of globular coproduct.
Example. Let 1 be 1-globular set with one element in dimension 0 and
two in dimension 1. Then a globular functor from 1 to Span amounts to
two 1-globular set A and B such that A0=B0 . So the corresponding
globular coproduct is a globular set which has A0=B0 in dimension 0 and
A1 } B1 in dimension 1 together with evident source and target conditions.
Let now C be an MG-category. The monoidal structure on C induces
the following functors:
}A, B, C, Dl : Cn(A, B)_Cn(C, D)  Cn(Al C, Bl D)
for A, B, C, D # Ck , l<k, tlA=slC, tlB=sl D and
}A, B, Ck : Cn(A, B)_Cn(B, C)  Cn(A, C).
Definition 5.3. We say that, in an AMG-category C, the colimits
commute with the monoidal structure if C satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 5.2 and CA, B, C, Dl , }
A, B, C
k preserve colimits in each variable.
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Now let
A : 11  C, B : 11  C
be two globular functors such that tkA=skB and let ~#1 # 11 A(#1) and
~#2 # 12 B(#2) exist. This data determines the following composite of
globular functors
11_k 12 ww
A_k B C_k C ww
k C,
where &_k& is k th tensor product in Span(Cat). So we have a natural
morphism
 : 
(#1 , #2) # 11_k 12
A(#1)k B(#2)  
#1 # 11
A(#1)k 
#2 # 12
B(#2).
Definition 5.4. We say that k is distributive with respect to globular
coproducts if  is isomorphism for any A and B.
Lemma 5.3. Let the colimits in C commute with monoidal structure.
Then every k, k&1 is distributive with respect to globular coproducts.
Proof. The proof is easy application of Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.4. In the following AMG-categories the colimits commute with
monoidal structure:
v Span,
v Span+,
v C+, where C is a braided monoidal category with tensor product
preserving coproducts in each variable.
6. COLLECTIONS IN GLOBULAR CATEGORIES
Definition 6.1. An r-collection in a globular category C (0r|) is
a globular functor
A : Tr(r)  C.
Examples. 1. The 0-collections are just the objects of C0 .
2. More interesting things are 1-collections in a globular category for
which C0=1. These are exactly sequences of objects from C1 ; that is, usual
collections in C in the sense of the Definition 1.1.
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3. The category of r-collections in Span is isomorphic to the category
of Set-valued functors on the category whose objects are all the n-stage
trees for nr and whose morphisms are generated by two morphisms
s, t : T  T (these are formal symbols not morphisms of trees) for every
tree T subjected to the usual source-target relations for every two
successive pairs.
Theorem 6.1. Let C be an augmented monoidal globular category and
let the colimits in C commute with monoidal structure. Then the category
Col(r)(C) of r-collections and their natural transformations has a natural
monoidal structure.
Proof. We will prove the theorem for r=|. For finite r it will follow
immediately.
Let us introduce the following notations:
Dks (C)=Ds(Ds } } } Ds
k
(C) } } } )
for every globular category C.
For a globular category C we denote by
$n : Dns(C)  Tr, n1,
the globular functor which assigns to every n-stage diagram
_ : T*  Dn&1s (C) the tree T. It is obvious that $n is strict monoidal. In the
case C=Tr we put, in addition,
$0=id : Tr  Tr.
If C is monoidal then for every globular functor
F : Dks (Tr)  C
one can consider a new globular functor
[F] : Dk+1s (Tr)  C,
which is the composition
Dk+1s (Tr) ww
DsF Ds(C) ww
[ ]
C.
The nth iteration of this construction will be denote by
[F]n : Dk+ns (Tr)  C.
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It is obvious how [&]n should be defined on globular natural transforma-
tions.
For a diagram { # Dk+ns (Tr) the notation [{]
k will be used for the value
on { of the functor
Dk+ns (Tr) w
[ ] Dk+n&1s (Tr) w
[ ]
} } } w
[ ] Dns(Tr).
It is obvious that, for a composition
Dks (Tr) w
F Tr wA C,
the following equality holds
[A } F]n=[A]n } Dns F.
For every monoidal (strict monoidal) globular category C, the following
formulas determine on the sequence Dns(C), n0, a natural structure of
augmented pseudosimplicial (simplicial) object in the 2-category of
globular categories:
dk : Dns (C)  D
n&1
s (C), dk=D
n&k&1
s [&], k0,
sk : Dn&1s (C)  D
n
s (C), sk=D
n&k&1
s is , k0,
This follows immediately from 4.1.1. There is an additional degeneracy
sn : Dns(C)  D
n+1
s (C)
which is just a canonical inclusion is . For C=Tr define also the degeneracy
s&1: Dns (Tr)  D
n+1
s (Tr)
by induction: For an n-stage tree T define s&1T to be the diagram over T
which assigns Uk to a vertex v of height k of T. By induction, let
{ : T*  Dn&1s (Tr)
be an n-stage diagram. Then define s&1({) to be the diagram over T such
that
s&1({)(v)=s&1({(v))
for a vertex v of T.
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Lemma 6.1. For every globular functor
A : Tr  C
into a monoidal globular category, there are the canonical isomorphisms
[A]n({)&[A]n&m (d mk {),
for every { # Dns(Tr) } k1 and
[A]n({)=[A]n+1 (sk{)
for k0.
To prove this lemma observe that in the following diagram:
the square commutes and the triangle commutes up to canonical
isomorphism. But the top composition is exactly [A]n and the bottom is
[A]n&m , which proves the first part of lemma. The second may be proved
analogously.
Lemma 6.2. In every AMG-category C there is a canonical isomorphism
[A&1 B]n &[A]n &1 [B]n
for any pair of globular functors A, B : Tr  C.
This is an easy corollary of the coherence theorem for augmented
monoidal globular categories.
The following lemma describes the properties of the functors $n and is
more or less obvious.
Lemma 6.3. 1. For every globular category C, the functor $k : Dks (C)  C
induces a morphism of augmented simplicial globular categories
d0
Dks (C) ww
dk Dk+1s (C) wwww
dk
dk+1
Dk+2s (C) ww
ww
ww
$k Ds $k Ds
2 $k .
Tr Ds(Tr) wwww
d0
d1
D2s (Tr) ww
ww
ww
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2. for every { # Dns (Tr) the following equalities hold
$n({)=$n&m(d mk {), k1,
$n({)=$n+1(sk{), &1kn&1.
3. $n=$m } Dms $k , m+k=n.
Now let A1 , ..., An be |-collections in C. Consider the following functor
from Dns (Tr)  C:
A1> } } } >An({)=[A1]n&1 &1 [a2 } $1]n&2 &1 } } } &1 [An } $n&1]0 ({).
Then define n-fold tensor product of |-collections by
A1  } } } An=Lan[&]n&1 A1> } } } >An .
Define also the unit object as
I=Lanis I* ,
where I
*
is a globular object in C which has In in dimension n.
Lemma 5.1 gives us the formula
A1  } } } An(T )& 
{ # [&]n&1T
[A1]n&1 &1 [A2 } $1]n&2
&1 [A3 } $2]n&3 &1 } } } &1 [An } $n&1]0 ({)
To describe the unit object let us define ^(T )=k for an n-stage tree T
if n&k T=Uk and n&k&1 T{Uk+1. Then the unit object I is isomorphic
to the following |-collection:
I $(T )=<kn if ^(T )=k, T # Trn .
Now we can construct a globular natural transformation
:k, m : A1  } } } An  A1  } } }  (Ak  } } } Ak+m) } } } An
for all k1, k+mn.
We have
A1  } } }  (Ak  } } } Ak+m) } } } An(T )
= 
_ # [&]n&m&1T
[A1]n&m&1 &1 } } } &1
&1 [Ak  } } } Ak+m } $k&1]n&m&k &1 } } }
&1 [An } $n&m&1]0 (_).
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Let us consider in A1  } } } An the summand indexed by a { # Dn&1s (Tr).
Then take
_=d mk&1 {.
We have the following isomorphisms before bracketing
[A1]n&1({)&[A1]n&m&1(d mk&1 {)=[A1]n&m&1(_),
[A2 } $1]n&2 ({)=[A2]n&2 } Dn&2s $1({)&[A2]n&m&2 } d
m
k&1(D
n&2
s $1({))
=[A2]n&m&2 } Dn&2s $1(d
m
k&1 {)=[A2 } $1]n&m&2(_),
........................
[Ak&1 } $k&2]n&k ({)=[Ak&1]n&k } Dn&ks $k&2({)
&[Ak&1]n&m&k+1 } d mk&1(D
n&k
s $k&2({))
=[Ak&1]n&m&k+1 } Dn&m&k&1s $k&2(d
m
k&1 {)
=[Ak&1$k&2]n&m&k+1(_),
and after bracketing
[Ak+m+1 } $k+m]n&m&k&1 ({)
=[Ak+m+1]n&m&k&1 } Dn&m&k&1s $k+m({)
=[Ak+m+1]n&m&k&1 } Dn&m&k&1s $k } D
n&m&k&1
s d
m
k&1({)
=[Ak+m+1 } $k]n&m&k&1 (_),
........................
An } $n&1({)=An } $n&m&1(d mk&1 {)=An } $n&m&1(_).
Now define a natural transformation
[Ak } $k&1]n&k &1 } } } &1 [Ak+m } $k+m&1]n&k&m ({)
 [Ak  } } } Ak+m } $k&1]n&m&k (d mk&1 {)
For this, first define a natural transformation ; in the following triangle
Dk+m&1s (Tr) ww
d mk&1 Dk&1s (Tr)
[Ak } $k&1]m &1 } } } &1 [Ak+m } $k+m&1]0
O
;
(Ak  } } } Ak+m) } $k&1
C
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By Lemma 5.1 we have
(Ak  } } } Ak+m) } $k&1(d mk&1 ’)
& 
_$ # [&]m$k&1(d
m
k&1 ’)
[Ak]m &1 } } } &1 [Ak+m } $m]0 (_$)
If _$=Dms $k&1(’) then, by the first point of Lemma 6.3, we have
[_$]m=[Dms $k&1(’)]
m=$k&1(d mk&1 ’)
and
[Ak+i } $i]m&i (Dms $k&1 ’)=[Ak+i]m&i } D
m&i
s $i (D
m
s $k&1 ’)
=[Ak+i $k+i&1]m&i (’)
because
Dm&is $i (D
m
s $k&1 ’)=D
m&i
s ($i } D
i
s $k&1 ’)=D
m&i
s $k+i&1(’)
by the last point of Lemma 6.3.
So one can define ; as the canonical inclusion into the coproduct of the
summand with index Dms $k&1(’).
Having such a ; we can construct the required natural transformation as
the composition
[Ak } $k&1]n&k &1 } } } &1 [Ak+m } $k+m&1]n&k&m
&[[Ak } $k&1]m &1 } } } &1 Ak+m } $k+m&1]n&k&m
wwww
[;]n&m&k [Ak  } } } Ak+m } $k&1]n&m&k (d mk&1 {).
To construct the globular transformation
’i : A1  } } } An  A1  } } } I } } } An ,
observe that the following formulas are fulfilled:
[Ai } $i&1]n&i &[Ai } $i&1]n&i+1 (sk{)
for jik+1,
[I } $k+1](sk {)=In ,
[Ai } $i&1]n&i ({)=[Ai } $i]n&i (sk{),
for k+2in. This can be easily proved by applying Lemmas 6.1
and 6.3.
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This generates a canonical isomorphism ’i ({) from
[A1]n&1 &1 [A2 } $1]n&2 &1 [A3 } $2]n&3
&1 } } } &1 [An } $n&1]0 ({)
to
[A1]n &1 [A2 } $1]n&1 &1 } } } 0 [I } $k]n&k &1 } } }
&1 [An } $n]0 (sk&1{)
that determines the morphism ’k+1.
It is now straightforward to check that the morphisms constructed
satisfy the following relations:
:k, m&q } :p, q=(1 } } } :p&k+1, q  } } } 1) } :k, m
for k p p+qk+m
:k, m } :p, q=:p&m, q } :k, m
for m+k< p
:k, m } ’i=:k&1, m } ’i
for i<k,
:k, m } ’i=(1 } ’i&k+1  } } } 1) } :k, m&1
for kik+m,
:k, m } ’i=’i&m } :k, m
for k+m<i,
’j+1 } ’i=’i } ’j
for i j.
For instances, it follows from the simplicial identities that for k p
p+qk+m
d m&qk&1 } d
q
p&1 {=d
m
k&1 {.
This means that :k, m&k } :p, q and 1 } } } :p&k+1, q  } } } 1 } :k, m map
to the same direct summand. Moreover, these morphisms are generated by
canonical isomorphisms from the augmented monoidal structure of C and
application of an operation [&]n&m&k to these isomorphisms. So we have
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by our coherence theorem that these morphism are equal. The other equa-
tions can be checked analogously.
Now we need to show that :1, 1 , :2, 1 , ’1 , ’2 are isomorphisms. This
immediately implies that the category of |-collections has a monoidal
structure. Indeed, one can defined the associativity morphism as
:=:&11, 1 } :2, 1 .
The relations above allow that for this : and ’1 , ’2 the pentagon and
triangle conditions are satisfied.
Remark. This is an easy consequence of the following fact: There is a
nonsymmetric Cat-operad h, such that every category endowed with n-fold
tensor product, unity object and morphism :k, m , ’i which satisfy the rela-
tions above is an algebra of h (this operad has been considered in [3] for
absolutely different purposes). Let hn be the following category:
v h0 contains only one object 1 and only identity morphism;
v for n>0 the objects of hn are the sequences consisting of n formal
symbols a1 } } } an , several symbols 1 together with several pairs of brackets,
such that the result of the corresponding formal product is meaningful
(the repetition and the inverses of the generating elements a1 , a2 , ... is
forbidden).
For example h3 contains as the objects the following sequences:
a1 a2 a3 , 1a1(a211a3), (1(a1a2) 1)(a3a1),
and so on. We have a morphism from a sequence A0 to A1 if A0 may
be obtained from A1 by throwing off several pairs of brackets and several
symbols 1.
We have the functors:
# : hj1 _ } } } _hjn _hn  hj1+ } } } + jn ,
which substitutes the object of hji in the place of the symbol ai in kn (in
brackets) and renumbers the symbols in the natural order. There is also a
functor = : 1  h1 , which sends 1 to a1 . We thus have a Cat-operad h.
Notice, that we have just proved that the category of |-collections has
a natural structure of an h-algebra.
Let us return to the proof and start from :2, 1 . Let T be an n-stage tree.
Consider the value on T of |-collection A1  (A2 A3). It is isomorphic
to

{ # [&]T
[A1]1 &1 \ _ # [&]$1{ [A2] [A3 } $1]0 (_)+ .
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By distributivity of &1 this is isomorphic to

({, _) # 1
[A1]1 ({)&1 ([A2]1 &1 [A3 } $1)]0 (_),
where 1 is a globular set which has as elements of the dimension k the
pairs ({, _) # (Ds(Tr))k _(Ds(Tr))k such that [_]=$1 { and [{]=n&k T.
Lemma 6.4. The function
3(,)=(d1(,), Ds $1(,))
determines isomorphism of discrete globular categories:
3 : [&]2T  1.
Proof. We have to demonstrate that the following square is pullback in
the category of globular categories
D2s(Tr) ww
d1 Ds(Tr)
Ds $1 $1 .
Ds(Tr)
d0 Trwww
Every tree T generates a sequence of maps between sets
T(0)  T(1)  T(2)  } } }  T(n)
such that the fibers of each projection are linerly ordered. Let Tr-n be a
category whose objects are n-stage trees and whose morphisms are the
natural transformations of the corresponding sequences preserving the
order of each fibers (this category was considered for the first time by
A. Joyal in [17]). Then there is one to one correspondence between
diagrams of n-stage trees and morphisms in the category Tr-n . Indeed, for
a given natural transformation
{ : R  T
and a vertex v of height k of T we can reconstruct a tree {(v) by pulling
back along { a unique morphism Uk  T which maps a unique vertex of
height k of Uk to v. It is not hard to see that we thus have a diagram over
T with value R. It is clear that this process of reconstruction of diagrams
from natural transformations is invertible (use the induction by canonical
decomposition of $1 { for a given diagram of trees {).
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Now we have { and _ two n-stage diagrams of trees such that
[_]=$1({). Let v be a vertex of height k of $1 v and let Uk  $1 _ be
corresponding natural transformation. Then one can consider the following
diagrams of pullbacks
Uk Rv Sv
.
$1_ ww
_
[_]=$1{ ww
{
[{]
It is not hard to check that assignment
v O (Sv  Rv)
determines the diagram in Ds(Tr) over $1 _. And this define the inverse
for 3.
Now the morphism :2, 1 maps isomorphically
[A1]2 (,)&1 [A2 } $1]1 (,)&1 [A3 } $2]0 (,)
to
[A1]1 (d1 ,)&1 [A2]1 (Ds $1 ,)&1 [A3 } $1]0 ($1 (Ds $1 ,))
as was proved above. Then Lemma 6.4 gives the desired result.
Now let us prove that :1, 1 is isomorphism.
Lemma 6.5. There is a natural isomorphism
[A1 A2]({)& 
, # d0 {
[A1]2 &1 [A2 } $1]1 (,).
Proof. The proof uses the induction by the canonical decomposition of
$1 {. If $1 {=Un then the required isomorphism follows readily from the
definition of & & and operation [&].
Let us suppose now that n&k($1 {)=Uk (that is { # Uk(Trn) in notation
introduced in the proof of Proposition 4.2 but here we do not suppose $1 {
to be pruned) and assume we have proved this formula for { from
Uk+1(Trn). We have, therefore, a decomposition
{={1 k } } } k {r
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for some r0, where {i # Uk+1(Trn), 1ir. The case r=0 corresponds
to the equality
$1 {=Zn&k Uk .
Again the formula follows from the definitions.
Let r>0. Then using the inductive assumption we have
[A1 A2]({)&[A1 A2]({1)k } } } k [A1 A2]({r)
&\ ,1 # d0 {1 [A1]2 &1 [A2 } $1]1 (,1)+
k } } } k \ ,r # d0 {r [A1]2 &1 [A2 } $1]1 (,r)+
By distributivity of }k and interchange law this is isomorphic to

(,1 , ..., ,r) # d0 {1_k } } } _k d0{r
([A1]2 (,1)k } } } k [A1]2 (,r))
&1 ([A2 } $1]1 (,1)k } } } k [A2 } $1]1 (,r)).
The monoidality of d0=Ds d0 implies the existence of a natural globular
functor
d0 {1 _k } } } _k d0 {r  d0 {1 k } } } k {r
which maps (,1 , ..., ,r) to ,1 k } } } k ,r . It is not difficult to check that
this functor is isomorphism.
Now it is easy to construct the natural isomorphisms
[A1]2 (,1)k } } } k [A1]2 (,r)&[A1]2 (,1 k } } } k ,r)
and
[A2 } $1]1 (,1)k } } } k [A2 } $1]1 (,r)&[A2 } $1]1 (,1 k } } } k ,r).
So we have the required isomorphism.
Using this lemma we have
Land0(A1>A2>A3)({)& 
, # d0 {
[A1]2 &1 [A2 } $1]1 &1 [A3 } $2]0 (,)
&[A1 A2]1 &1 [A3 } $1]0 ({)
=((A1 A2) >A3)({).
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Now :1, 1 is just the result of application of Land0 to this isomorphism, so,
it is isomorphism itself.
It remains to check that ’1 , ’2 are isomorphisms. But it is not difficult
to do using Lemma 5.2.
7. HIGHER-ORDER OPERADS AND THEIR ALGEBRAS
In what follows C will be an AMG-category satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 6.1.
Definition 7.1. An r-operad A=(A, +, =) in C is a monoid in the
monoidal category Col (r)(C). We denote the category of r-operads by
Oper(r)(C).
We introduce also the notations Col (r)(Span)=Col (r) and Oper(r)(Span)
=Oper(r).
Now let us change in C the &1 to ~ and consider as new unit objects
In the corresponding initial objects. We denote the MG-category obtained
by C$.
Proposition 7.1. If the MG-category C$ satisfies the axioms of AMG-
category with respect to its new structure, then the forgetful functor
U : Oper(r)(C)  Col (r)(C)
has a left adjoint F. Moreover, U is monadic.
Proof. From Lemma 6.2 we have a canonical isomorphism
[A } B]n &[A]n } [B]n .
This implies tensor product in Col (r)(C) preserves coproducts in each
variable. So the usual free monoid formula gives the desired result.
Remark. For AMG-categories of the type C+ the category (C+)$ does
not satisfies the condition of this proposition. However, a free operad con-
struction exists in this case too, but it is more complicated [2, 12].
Corollary 7.1.1. The category of r-operads in Span is isomorphic to
the category of algebras over the monad (F, +, =) generated by the adjunc-
tion above. It has all small limits and colimits.
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Proof. Pullbacks in Set commute with coproducts. So the conditions of
Proposition 7.1 are fulfilled for Span. The second part follows from the fact
that the functor
F : Col (r)  Col (r)
preserves filtered colimits (because we use only finite limits in Set for the
construction of tensor products in Col (r)). Indeed, as Col (r) has all small
limits and colimits the category of algebras of F has them too by a
theorem of Kelly [19].
Let us suppose that G is an r-operad and E is an r-collection in Span and
let d0 , d1 : E  G be two morphism of r-collections.
Lemma 7.1. There exists an r-operad GE and a morphism of r-operads
 : G  GE
such that  } d0= } d1 and for every other operad L and morphism of
operads
, : G  L
for which , } d0=, } d1 there exists a unique morphism of operads
% : GE  L
such that ,=% } .
Proof. Consider the canonical extensions of d0 and d1
0 , 1 : F(E)  G.
Then GE is just a coequalizer of 0 , 1 .
Definition. 7.2. A relation E on an r-operad G in Span is a family of
relations ET on G(T ) (one for every tree T ) such that (a, b) # ET implies
(tka, tk b), (ska, skb) # En&kT .
Every relation E on an r-operad G determines in the obvious way an
r-collection E and two morphisms d0 , d1 : E  G such that (a, b) # ET if and
only if there exists c # E (T ) such that d0 c=a and d1 c=b. So the lemma
above is applicable and we obtain a new operad GE . We will call it the
quotient operad by the relation E.
As a first application we obtain the existence of a free r-operad generated
by a pointed r-collection in Span. More precisely, a pointed r-collection in
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Span is an r-collections A together with a morphism of r-collections
e : I  A. This means that we have en # A(Un) for every n0 such that
sken=tken=ek . To construct the corresponding free r-operad it is sufficient
to take F(A) and then introduce the relation en t1n . So we have the free
operad Fp(A) as the corresponding quotient operad. We will denote the
corresponding monad on the category of r-collections by (Fp , +, =).
We can now pass to the definition of algebras over r-operad. Suppose C
is a MG-category and W is a globular object in C. Then for every n-stage
tree T one can define a diagram WT in C over T as follows. For an input
vertex v of T of height i put WT(v)=Wi . Put also WT=[WT]. More
technically one can express this construction as the initial step of the opera-
tion [&] introduced in Section 6. Indeed, suppose
W : U  C
is a globular functor. Hence, one can consider a composition
Tr=Ds(U) ww
Ds(W ) Ds(C) ww
[&]
C.
So we have an |-collection [W] such that [W](T )=WT.
This construction may be considered as a natural higher-order
generalisation of the notion of the tensor-power of an object in a monoidal
category. Indeed, let C be a monoidal category considered as a 0-dimen-
sional AMG-category. Then a globular object W in C+ amounts to an
object W of C. And we have
W T=W } } } W
n
where n is the number of input vertices in the 1-stage tree T.
Proposition 7.2. For every r-globular object W in C, the following
r-collection of spans
E(W )(T )=HOM(WT, Wn), T # Trn ,
has a natural structure of an r-operad in Span. Dually, the r-collection of
spans
Eop(W)(T )=HOM(Wn , WT), T # Trn
has a canonical structure of an r-operad in Span.
For every two r-globular objects V, W the r-collection
H(V, W )(T )=HOM(VT, Wn), T # Trn
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in Span has a natural bimodule structure: left over E(V ) and right over
E(W ). Dually, the r-collection
Hop(V, W )(T )=HOM(Vn , W T), T # Trn
in Span has a natural bimodule structure: left over Eop(V) and right over
Eop(W).
Proof. Define firstly the nth unit 1n of E(W)(Un)(n) to be the identity
morphism of Wn . This determines the required unity morphism
= : I  E(W).
To define a multiplication consider the following construction. Let _1 , _2
be two n-stage diagrams in C over the same tree T. Then one can construct
a new diagram HOM(_1 , _2) in Span over T by putting
HOM(_1 , _2)(v)=HOM(_1(v), _2(v)).
There is a canonical morphism in Span
3 : [HOM(_1 , _2)]  HOM([_1], [_2]).
It may be defined by induction. If T=M kn and v and w are two input ver-
tices of T then we have
[HOM(_1 , _2)]=HOM(_1(v), _2(v))k HOM(_1(w), _2(w)).
By functoriality of k we have a canonical morphism to
HOM(_1(v)k _1(w), _2(v)k _2(w))=HOM([_1], [_2]).
We can complete the definition of 3 by applying the induction to a canoni-
cal decomposition of tree T (see proof of Proposition 4.2).
Now let { be an n-stage diagram of trees over T and let {0 be a diagram
over T which assigns a tree Ui to every vertex of height i of T. Then
[E(W )]&1 E(W ) } $1({)
=[HOM([W] } {, [W] } {0)]&1 HOM([W](T ), Wn)
www
3&1 1 HOM([W]2({), [W]2({0)&1 HOM([W](T), Wn)
&HOM([W]([{]), [W](T ))&1 HOM([W](T ), Wn)
 HOM([W]([{]), Wn),
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where we used the formula
[W]2({)&[W]([{])
which can be easily proved by the same method as in Lemma 6.1.
It is straightforward now to check the associativity and unitarity condi-
tions.
Now we can give a definition of an algebra and coalgebra over an
r-operad A in Span. We suppose that K is an MG-category.
Definition 7.3. An algebra (coalgebra) over A is an r-globular object
W in K together with a morphism of r-operads
, : A  E(W )(, : A  E(W)op).
The morphism from an algebra V to an algebra W is a morphism
f : V  W
of the underlying globular objects such that the following square commutes
wwwwwA
,V E(V )
,W H(1, f ) .
E(W) H( f, 1) H(V, W)www
Definition 7.4. A globular object W in a MG-category C is said to be
r-dimensional if
Wn=Zn&rWr
for all n>r.
Definition 7.5. An |-collection A in a MG-category C is said to be
r-dimensional if
A(T)=Zn&rA(n&rT)
for every n-stage tree T, n>r.
We thus can identify the r-globular objects and r-collections with
r-dimensional globular objects and |-collections respectively. It is easy to
see, in addition, that every r-operad generates in this way an |-operad and
we will call such operads r-dimensional.
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Examples. 1. It is obvious that a 0-operad amounts to a monoid in C0
with respect to 0 .
2. Let C be a braided monoidal category. Then one can consider a
corresponding AMG-category C+. Then the 1-operads in C+ are the same
as nonsymmetric operads in C.
3. The terminal |-collection M has a natural structure of an
|-operad. We will denote this terminal |-operad by M as well. It is clear
that the category of M-algebras is isomorphic to the category of
|-categories and |-functors.
4. Let A be the following 2-operad in Span:
A(T)=In , for n&stage tree T, n=0, 1 and T=U2
A(T)=<12 , for a 2-stage tree T{U2 .
The category of algebras over this operad is the category of derivation
schemes [24].
5. The next example illustrates how one can get a 2-operad from gen-
erators and identities applying Lemma 7.1. Let A be the following 2-collec-
tion in Span.
A(U0)=I0
A(ZU0)=A(U1)=A(M 01)=I1
A(ZI1)=A(H 12)=A(H21)=A(M 12)=I2 ,
where H12 and H21 are the 2-stage trees of the form:
And we have to introduce a relation on Fp(A). Our relation will be a
relation between the elements of AA(T)(n) for n=1, 2. We will describe
every diagram of trees over a tree T by the expression {=T(T1 , ..., Tk)
where Ti corresponds to the input vertex vi of T. Moreover, we will denote
by the same expression T(T1 , ..., Tk) the value
[A]&1 [A } $1]0 ({)(n).
The following relations make sense because we have exactly one gener-
ator for every tree in the list below
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M 01(M
0
1 , U1)tM 01(U1 , M 01)
M 01(ZU0 , U1)tM 01(U1 , ZU0)tU1
M 12(M
1
2 , U2)tM 12(U2 , M 12)
M 12(ZU1 , U2)tM 12(U2 , ZU1)tU2
H 12(U1 , H12)tH 12(M 01 , U2) H21(H21, U1)tH 21(U2 , M 01)
M 12(H
12, H 12)tH 12(U1 , H12) M 12(H21, H21)tH 21(H21, U1)
H12(H21, U1)tH 21(U1 , H12)
H12(U1 , ZU1)tH 21(ZU1 , U1)
H12(ZU0 , U2)tH 21(U2 , ZU0)tU2 .
The category of algebras of the corresponding quotient operad Ssq is
isomorphic to the category of sesquicategories [24].
8. CONTRACTIBILITY AND WEAK CATEGORIES
In what follows we call operads and collections the operads and collec-
tions in Span.
Definition 8.1. A globular set T is said to be contractible in dimension
n0 if for every a, b # Tn , satisfying
sn&1(a)=sn&1(b), tn&1(a)=tn&1(b)
there exists an element (a, b)=c # Tn+1 satisfying
sn(c)=a, tn(c)=b.
(to give a sense to this definition for n=0 use assume that T&1=[1]). The
function  is called a contraction.
With every |-collection A in Span and n-stage tree T we associate a
globular set GT (A)
GT (A)=(A(n T )(0), ..., A(T)(n), A(ZT )(n+1), ...),
where the source and target functions are generated by the source and
target functions in A in an obvious manner.
Definition 8.2. An |-collection A is said to be contractible if GT (A) is
contractible in dimensions greater than n for every n-stage tree T. An
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|-operad (module or bimodule over the operad) is said to be contractible
if it is contractible as an |-collection.
Definition 8.3. An |-operad A is said to be normalized if A(U0)=I0 .
Examples. 1. The unique normalized 1-dimensional contractible
operad in Span is the terminal operad M.
2. For the description of normalized 2-dimensional contractible
operads in Span see Section 10.
We will say that an n-stage tree T belongs to a class Ml if l T=M kn&l
for some 1kn&l, where we recall that Mn&ln&l=Un&l . Let P be the
following |-collection in Span:
P(T )=<ln if T # Ml"Ml+1.
So, P is an |-collection which has exactly one point in every P(Mkn)(n)
and it is minimal among the |-collections satisfying this property. There is
a canonical morphism
\ : I  P.
Definition 8.4. An |-operad A in Span contains a system of composi-
tions if it is equipped with a morphism of |-collections
m : P  A
such that ==m } \.
A morphism of |-operads with systems of compositions is a morphism
of |-operads preserving the systems.
Definition 8.5. Let E be a subcategory of |-operads. An |-operad A
is said to be universal in E if A # E and for every B from E there exists a
morphism in E of operads
f : A  B.
So A is a weak initial object in E.
Theorem 8.1. There exists a universal operad K in the category of
contractible operads with system of compositions.
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Lemma 8.1. There exists an endofunctor C on the category of |-collec-
tions and a natural transformation
’ : Id  C
such that C(X ) is contractible for every |-collection X and for every
morphism f from X to another contractible |-collection Y there exists a
morphism
fc : C(X )  Y
such that f = fc } ’.
Proof of Lemma 8.1. Let T be an n-stage tree. Let X$ be the following
set
X$=[(a, b) # X(T )(n)_X(T)(n) | sn&1(a)=sn&1(b), tn&1(a)=tn&1(b)].
We have a map f : X(ZT )(n+1)  X$ defined by f (c)=(sn(c), tn(c)). Then
define
X"=X(ZT )(n+1) } (X$"Im( f )).
There is a natural source and target functions from X" to X(T)(n). This
allows us to define a new |-collection CT (X ) which coincides with X on
all tree except ZT and
CT (X )(ZT )(n+1)=X".
There is a natural inclusion X  CT (X ).
Let us fix a numeration of the set of all trees. Construct by induction the
following sequence Cn of inclusions of |-collections. Let C0=X. Assume
Cn&1 is already constructed and assume T is the n th tree. Then define
Cn=CT (Cn&1).
Finally we define C(X ) to be colimit of Cn . The properties of C(X) are
evident.
Proof of Theorem 8.1. The process of construction of K is inductive.
Let A0=P and let K0=Fp(A0). Let us denote by i0 the canonical inclusion
of A0 to Fp(A0).
Let us suppose that a collection An , an operad Kn , and a morphism of
operads
,n : Fp(An)  Kn
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are already constructed. Then define
An+1=C(Kn).
Let us denote by in the canonical inclusion of An to Fp(An), by ’n the
canonical inclusion of Kn to An+1=C(Kn) and by jn the composition
’n } ,n } 1n . Then we have two morphisms of |-collections:
d0 , d1 : Fp(An)  Fp(An+1),
d0=in+1 } ’n } ,n , d1=Fp( jn).
So Lemma 7.1 is applicable and we define
Kn+1=Fp(An+1)Fp(An)
and ,n+1: Fp(An+1)  Kn+1 is the corresponding canonical morphism. We
have a morphism of operads
Kn  Kn+1
by universal property of Kn . So we define
K=colimn Kn .
It is obvious that K is contractible by construction.
It remains to verify its universality. Indeed, if L is a contractible operad
with a system of compositions, one can extend the morphism of |-collec-
tions f : P  L to a morphism of operads f0 : K0  L. Now suppose that we
have already constructed the morphism fn : Kn  L. Then we can extend it
to a morphism of |-collections An+1  L and hence to a morphism of
operads
\n+1: Fp(An+1)  L.
Now we have to check that \n+1 } d0=\n+1 } d1 . For this observe that
Fp(’n } ,n) } iFp(An)=d0
by naturality. In addition, \n+1 } d0 is morphism of operads by construc-
tion. Hence
\n+1 } Fp(’n } ,n)=\n+1 } d0 } +,
where + is the multiplication in the monad Fp . Finally,
\n+1 } d1=\n+1 } Fp(’n } ,n) } Fp(in)=\n+1 } d0 } + } Fp(in)=\n+1 } d0 .
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Hence, we can extend \n+1 to a required morphism of operads
fn+1: Kn+1  L.
Remark 1. K is normalised.
Remark 2. Whilst K is not the initial object in the category of contrac-
tible operads it is ‘‘initial’’ up to all higher homotopy in the following sense
that we do not make precise here. For a given contractible |-operad L
with system of compositions we have at least one morphism from K to L
and any other morphism is in some sense ‘‘homotopic’’ to it. But this
‘‘homotopy’’ is not canonical and is defined up to higher ‘‘homotopy’’ and
so on. One can get the initiality of K if we introduce the class of operads
with distinguished contraction.
Definition 8.6. A weak r-categorical object in a MG-category C is an
r-dimensional globular object in C together with a structure of an algebra
of a contractible |-operad A in Span such that A(T )(n){< for every
n-stage tree T.
Dually, a weak r-cocategorical object in C is an r-dimensional globular
object in C together with a structure of a coalgebra of a contractible
|-operad A in Span such that A(T)(n){< for every n-stage tree T.
Definition 8.7. A weak r-category in an r-dimensional globular object
in Span together with a structure of an algebra over the universal contrac-
tible |-operad K.
Hence, every weak r-categorical object in Span has a structure ( perhaps
not canonical) of a weak r-category provided the operad of which it is an
algebra contains at least one system of compositions. However, we prefer
to define the category of weak r-categorical objects to have some freedom
to formulate the theorems like ‘‘every semistrict weak r-category is weak
r-categorical object in Span.’’
Hypothesis. The theories of weak r-categories and weak r-categorical
objects in Span are equivalent
This is true for n=0, 1, 2. The general result (and even its accurate
formulation) depends on the definition of an (r+1)-equivalence of corre-
sponding weak categories.
Let A be an |-operad in Span. For a given n one can associate with A
an n-dimensional operad >n (A) together with a morphism
, : A  >n (A)
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such that for any other n-dimensional operad B and a morphism of
operads
f : A  B
there exists a unique operadic morphism
>n ( f ) : >n (A)  B
with f =>n ( f ) } ,.
For the construction it is sufficient to consider the following relation on
the n-skeleton A(n) (this is the n-operad which coincides with A in all
dimensions including n): two elements a, b # A(T )(n), T # Trn are in this
relation if and only if there exists an (n+1)-tree T $ and c # A(T $)(n+1)
such that
 T $=T and sn(c)=a, tn(c)=b.
Then we can take as >n(A) the |-operad corresponding to the quotient of
A(n) by the above relation.
Corollary 8.1.1. The operad >n (K ) is the universal contractible
n-dimensional operad with system of compositions.
Examples. 1. Strict |-categories are algebras over the terminal
operad M. The algebras and coalgebras of this operad are called simply |-
categorical and |-cocategorical objects respectively.
2. Bicategories are the algebras over a universal contractible
2-operad >2(K ) (see Appendix).
3. Tricategories [13] are algebras in Span(3) over a universal con-
tractible 3-operad >3(K). In the proof we use the technique of the exam-
ple 2, the presentation of a Gray-category as an algebra of an appropriate
3-operad (see the next example) and the coherence theorem from [13]. We
do not consider this proof in details here because of the volume restrictions.
4. Gray-categories [13] are the algebras in Span(3) over a 3-dimen-
sional contractible Gray-operad G (the idea was suggested to the author by
C. Berger [9]). This operad may be easily obtained from the operad Ssq
from the example 4 at the end of previous section. It is sufficient to define
G(T )=Ssq(T) for 0-, 1-, or 2-stage tree T
G(T )(3)=Ssq( T )(2)_Ssq( T )(2)
for a 3-stage tree T.
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5. The sequence of |-categories gln (n-glob gln is a strict free
n-category generated by the globular set Un*) of R. Street [25] is an exam-
ple of an |-cocategorical object in the MG-category Cospan(|&Cat),
where |&Cat is the category of |-categories.
Let now V, W be two algebras (coalgebras) over the same contractible
r-operad A. Then H(V, W )(H(V, W )op) has a natural structure of bimodule
over A (via restriction along the structure morphisms for V and W ).
Definition 8.8. A weak r-functor from V to W is a bimodule morphism
F : B  H(V, W )
(G : B  H op(V, W ) in the case of coalgebras),
where B is a contractible pointed bimodule over A.
It is obvious that if B=A we obtain an alternative definition of
A-algebra morphisms that we will call strict r-functors. It is obvious also
that the identity strict r-functor I : W  W is the structure homomorphism
: : A  E(W ), (: : A  E op(W )).
It is not difficult to see that for any weak r-category X and strict
r-category S the cartesian product X_S of r-globular sets has a natural
structure of weak r-category. This follows readily from the existence of a
natural morphism of r-collections in Span
(A1_B1) } } }  (An_Bn)  (A1  } } } An)_(B1  } } } Bn)
and the fact that A_M&A for any r-collection A (here _ means the
cartesian product of r-collections).
Definition 8.9. A weak r-natural transformation of order q from V to
W is a weak r-functor
T : V_glq&1  W, q1.
It is obvious that we thus have an (r+1)-globular structure on the set
Cat(r) of weak r-categories and their weak r-natural transformations of
order q, 1qr+1.
Conjecture. Cat(r) has a structure of weak (r+1)-category.
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9. HIGHER FUNDAMENTAL GROUPOIDS
In 1983, A. Grothendick [14] proposed a program where he tried to
define the higher-order fundamental groupoid of a topological space using
the idea of considering points as objects, paths as 1-morphisms, paths
between paths as 2-morphisms, and so on. Unfortunately, the precise
algebraic structure relating these ‘‘higher homotopies’’ was not found. In
this short section we explain how the theory of higher-order operads allows
to get a precise definition to these higher-order fundamental groupoids.
From the contractibility of K we have that for every n0 there exists in
K(ZUn)(n+1) an elements enn+1 such that sn(enn+1)=tn(enn+1)=1n . Let
us fix this element for every n. Let us denote also by +n, k the distinguished
element of K(M kn)(n).
Definition 9.1. Let W be a weak |-category with a structure map
: : K  E(W ) and f, g # Wn be such that sk(g)=tk( f ). The k th composition
g bk f # Wn is the image of ( f, g) under :(+n, k). The (n+1) identity
e( f ) # Wn+1 is the image of f under :(enn+1).
Let us introduce the following inductive notion of invertibility of k-cells
in a weak |-category. Let n< and let W be a weak n-category.
Definition 9.2. A 0-equivalence for a k-cell f of W is the expression
f = f.
A k-cell
f : sk&1 f  tk&1 f
in a weak n-category W is said to be a 1-equivalence if there exists a k-cell
g : tk&1 f  sk&1 f
such that two equalities hold
e(sk&1 f )= g bk&1 f
e(tk&1 f )= f bk&1 g.
A k-cell
f : sk&1 f  tk&1 f
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in a weak n-category W is said to be (n&l )-equivalence (k&1ln) if
there exists a k-cell
g : tk&1 f  sk&1 f
such that there exist two n&l&1-equivalences
h1 : e(sk&1 f )  g bk&1 f
h2 : e(tk&1 f )  f bk&1 g
Definition 9.3. A k-cell f in a weak |-category W is said to be an
|-equivalence if its image in Coskn(W ) is an (n&k)-equivalence for every
nk.
It is not hard to see from the contractibility condition that the property
of a cell to be an n-equivalence does not depend on the choice of identities.
So the following definitions make sense.
Definition 9.4. A weak n-category W is said to be weak n-groupoid
provided every k-cell of W is (n&k)-equivalence for all k>0.
Definition 9.5. A weak |-category W is said to be weak |-groupoid
provided every k-cell of W is |-equivalence for all k>0.
The following proposition expresses the property of weak invertibility of
coherence laws in a weak |-category.
Proposition 9.1. For every weak |-category W, every a # K(ZkT ),
every n-stage tree T and f # WZkT (n+k) the image in Wn of f under :(a) is
an |-equivalence.
The proof is an easy consequence of contractibility of K.
Proposition 9.2. The coglobular topological space D (see Example 2
after Definition 3.4) has a structure of a coalgebra in Cospan(Top) of the
universal contractible operad K.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Eop(D) is contractible and contains
a system of compositions. But the contractibility of Eop(D) is trivial,
because it amounts to the fact that every continuous map from (n&1)-
sphere to a contractible topological space may be extended to a map
from Dn .
A system of compositions may be easy obtained by induction. Let +00 be
the identity of D0 . Suppose we have already constructed +l, k for all
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ln&1. Then +n, k must be a continuous map from Dn to Dn k Dn which
is the pushout of the diagram
Dk
csk Dn
ctk
Dn ww Dn k Dn
extending the already existing map (by induction) on the boundary of
Dn . It is, of course, exists.
The structure obtained is not canonical. Yet, it is unique ‘‘up to higher
homotopies’’ in the same sense as in the remark after Theorem 8.1. Let us
fix some structure of K-algebra on D.
Theorem 9.1. For every 0n| there exists a functor >n from the
category of topological space to the category of weak n-goupoids such that
v >0 (X ) is the set of connected components of X;
v >1 (X ) is the fundamental goupoid of X;
v >n (X )=Coskn(>| (X )).
Proof. For the proof it is sufficient to let
>| (X )n=Top(Dn , X ).
The K-coalgebra structure on D then induces the required K-algebra struc-
ture on >| (X ).
Definition 9.6. We call >n (X ) the fundamental weak n-groupoid
of X.
It is not hard to construct a functor GNn left adjoint for >n .
Hypothesis. The pair of adjoints (GNn , >n) establish an equivalence
between the homotopy category of n-homotopy types and suitable localization
of the category of weak n-groupoids.
10. APPENDIX: 2-OPERADS AND BICATEGORIES
In this section we examine thoroughly the structure of contractible
2-operads and show that bicategories are indeed the algebras of a contrac-
tible 2-operad. Below we slightly change notation for convenience in
reading. The value of an |-collection A on a tree T will be denoted by AT .
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In this section we call a 2-operad A pointed if it is contractible and a
system of compositions and a contraction are fixed for A.
Let A be a normalized pointed 2-operad. Let W be an algebra of A in
Span(2). Then we argue, that the 1-globular set
W1 wwww W2
has a natural structure of category. Indeed, let :(+v) be the image in the
endomorphism operad of W of a pointed element +v # Am21(2). Then it
determines some operation of composition W2_W1 W2  W2 . The
associativity of this composition follows from the following argument.
Denote by S the 2-stage tree with three vertices of height 2 and with a
unique vertex on every lower stage. Then we have
#2(12 , +v ; +v)=#2(+v , 12 ; +v)
in AS because sources and targets of these two elements coincide and A is
contractible and two-dimensional.
Denote also by :(iv) the image in the operad of endomorphisms of W of
the unique element of iv # AZU1(2) which has as source and target 11 # AU1 .
The existence and uniqueness of such an element is also a consequence of
contractibility. It may be verified without difficulties that :(iv) and :(+v)
determine together the required category structure.
So we can consider W as a graph in Cat over the set W0 . We denote it
by V(W ). Conversely, every Cat-graph G over W0 determines a 2-globular
set U(G).
Definition 10.1. A chaotic Cat-operad is a nonsymmetric Cat-operad
A such that An is equivalent to 1 for every n0.
We say that a chaotic Cat-operad A is pointed if some objects
m # Ob(A2) and i # Ob(A0) are distinguished and an explicit equivalence
An t1 is fixed for every n0.
Our further aim is to demonstrate that V(W ) has, indeed, a natural
structure of algebra over some chaotic Cat-operad in the monoidal
category of Cat-graphs over W0 . Conversely, for every Cat-graph G over
W0 with a structure of an algebra over some chaotic operad, there exists
on U(G) a structure of an algebra over an appropriate contractible
2-operad.
Lemma 10.1. The category of normalized contractible pointed 2-operads
is isomorphic to the category of pointed chaotic Cat-operads.
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Proof. Let A be a normalize pointed contractible two dimensional
|-operad. Let T be an 1-stage tree. Then we claim that the 1-globular set
G$T (A)=(AT (1) wwww AZT (2))
may be endowed with a structure of category. Consider the multiplication
#2 in A. Its evaluation at +v determines some composition
#2(&, &, +v) : AZT (2)_AT AZT (2)  AZT (2)
which is associative due to the associativity condition for #2 and two
dimensionality and contractibility of A. Indeed, the composition f } (g } h) is
equal to the image of the element (( f ; 12), (g, h; +b); +v) under the map
((AZT_AU2)2 ((AZT 2 AZT)_AM12(2)_AM12(2)
www
# (1 } :1, 1) (AZT 2 AZT)(2)_AM12(2) www
# AZT (2).
By the associativity condition for #2 and the contractibility of A, we have
that this image is equal to
#2( f, g, h; #2(12 , +v ; +v))=#2( f, g, h; #2(+v , 12 ; +v)).
Applying the associativity condition again we obtain the necessary equality.
Moreover, as A is pointed, we have a reflection
i : AT (1)  AZT (2).
These data determine the necessary category structure on G$T (A). So we
have a Cat-collection
Gn(A)=G$Vn ,
where Vn is a unique 1-stage tree with n input vertices.
Now let T $ be a 2-stage tree and let a, b # AT $(2) be such that s(a)=s(b)
and t(a)=t(b). Then there exists c # AZT $(3) such that s(c)=a and t(c)=b,
hence, a=b because A is two dimensional operad. This means, that AT $(2)
may be identify with the subset of A T $(1)_A T $(1) consisting of those
pairs which can be connect by a cell from AT $(2). If now T is a 1-stage tree
then we obtain, from the contractibility condition, that for every
a, b # AT (1) there exists c # AZT (2) for which t(c)=b and s(c)=a (because
A is normalized). Hence, we have that AZT (2) is isomorphic to
AT (1)_AT (1) and the maps of source and target are the projections to the
corresponding factors. Hence G$T (A) is a chaotic groupoid.
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Moreover, for every 2-stage tree T, one can endowed the graph
A T (1) wwww AT (2)
in Set with the structures of a left and a right module over the monoid
G T (A) in the category of graphs over A T (1). The left structure may be
derived easily from the operadic multiplication
#2(&, +v) : AZ  T 2 AT  AT .
The right structure is defined analogously.
We have, in addition, that the set AT (2) is nonempty, because A is poin-
ted. Let : be an element of AT (2) having as source and target the elements
c, c$ # A T (1) respectively. Then for every a, b # A T (1) we have the
elements h, h$ # AZ  T (2) with s(h)=a, t(h)=c and s(h$)=c$, t(h$)=b. So
the ‘‘composition’’ h$ } : } h # AT (2) has a as source and b as target. This
means that every pair of elements from A T (1) can be connected by a cell
from AT (2). Hence, again
AT (2)=A T $(1)_A T $(1).
It is straightforward now to prove that the operadic structure on A gives
a Cat-operadic structure on G(A).
Conversely, it is obvious how a pointed chaotic Cat-operad C determines
uniquely a pointed contractible 2-operad S(C).
Remark. This lemma shows that the category of the normalized pointed
contractible 2-operads is isomorphic to the category of normalized
1-operads (that is to the category of nonsymmetric Set-operads).
Now let Glob(2)W0 be a subcategory of 2-globular sets having as
objects the 2-globular sets with W0 in zero dimension and as morphisms
the maps of globular sets which are identities on W0 . For a 2-operad A one
can consider the category of its algebras in Glob(2)W0 in the obvious way.
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward but rather long.
Proposition 10.1. Let A be a contractible pointed 2-operad. The functors
V and U determine the pair of isomorphisms between the category of
algebras over A in the category Glob(2)W0 and the category of algebras
over G(A) in the category of Cat-graphs over W0 .
Conversely, if C is a pointed chaotic operad we have an isomorphism of the
corresponding categories of algebras over C and S(C).
Finally, we can prove that bicategories are weak 2-categories in our
sense. For this it is sufficient to construct a pointed chaotic Cat-operad
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whose algebras are exactly the bicategories. Consider a free Set-operad F
generated by the pointed collection with one element in dimension 0, one
element in dimension 1 and one in dimension 2. This operad generates in
its turn the required pointed chaotic Cat-operad B (B is the minimal
chaotic Cat-operad containing the operad h from Section 6 and S(B) is
isomorphic to >2(K)). The coherence theorem for bicategories asserts that
the algebras of B are exactly bicategories.
Conversely, there is a canonical operad morphism from the free Set-
operad described above to any other pointed Set-operad. So we have the
canonical action of S(B) on every weak 2-category. Hence, every weak
2-category has a canonical bicategorical structure.
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